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BREAKFAST CLUB TO MEET AT COLUMBIA MAY 19
At the invitation of Mrs. Evelyn Willson, Aircraft Sales and Service, the Breakfast Club
will meet at Columbia Airport, West Columbia, (~Owens Field) next Sunday, May 19. Columbia
tower operates on 119.5 but if you have no radio, circle left, observe traffic and watch the
tower for a green light. Breakfast will be served at the terminal building at 10:20 A. M.,
sharp, so plan on arriving in plenty of time. Meeting ends at 11:20 A. M.

OPERATION ErSTASY ENDS
Operation Ecstasy, the Mia~t
trip sponsored by the Carolina Aero Club
and the South Carolina Breakfast Club,
has come to a successful conclusion.
All who participated have proclaimed the operation a complete success,
and although only 17 out of 250 were South
Carolinians, the representation from the
lower State made itself felt in many ways .
Pictured are (upper left) a portion of the group enjoying Sunday's outdo or poolside buffet dinner; (upper right)
many of the Carolinians enjoying Miami
sunshine by the pool; (lryNer center) the
South Carolina contingent inspect the key
to the City, presented to Breakfast Club
President, Homer Collum, by the Mayor of
J,fiami Beach; (lower right inset) One of
the South Carolina group enjoys a view of
moonlight on the Atlantic from the balcony
overlooking the sea.
The Lucerne Hotel played gracious
host to the group and will long be remembered for its hospitality.
BEA UFC)RT MAR. INES OPERATE

HnT A IB.PLA. ~:S
The F-8-u, one of the hottest of the Century Series fighters,
is now· in operational use at the
Marine Air Station at Beaufort,

s. c.

Designed to operate at
supersonic speeds, even straight up,
the F-8-U is flown almost constantly on instruments in the same
air SDace that the rest of us are
flying VFR. Recognizing this danger,
the Marines have requested a caution
area to extend from Charleston to
s~vannah inland to the airways along
the same route. They have also requested that the airways be doglegged from Charleston to Savannah in order Jc.o by-pass the Beaufort _'\ jr Station.

The South Carolina Aeronautics Commission, while also recogn1z1ng the danger and incompatability of the dual operations in this area, has entered objections to the proposed caution
area. and the dog-legging of the airways with the Sub-committee of the Air Space Panel on the
grounds OL the precedent it would tend to establisho Since there are seven military air bases
in South Carolina, five of them operating century series fighters, and all of them locat~d under
airways, it is only logical to assume that should Beaufort gain the comfortable (for them)
security of owning their own skies, all of the other bases would ask for the sa~e thing. If
this came to pass, you would be un~ble to fly a straight line through South ;Carolina.
We believe that the solution lies in more positive control of the fighters by any means
at their cmrnmand. Radar control of flight paths in and out of the Beaufort Station might be
one answer, ie; a take-off clearance from the tower could include a radar track to their danger
area out at sea that would be free of other traffico
In the meantime, and until separation methods are resolved, bear in mind that in the
neighborhood of 100 sorties a day will be flown between this air station and its danger area
out at sea. A definite hazard exists in the vicinity of Beaufort and it is as much your responsibility as theirs to avoid mid air collisions o Remember this, by the time you see one of
these supersonic fighters in the air, if he is on a collision course with you, it is too late
to do anything about it c

*

*

AMATEUR ROCKETEERS IvlUS'r WORK THROUGH COMMISSION
Recognizing the danger of :indiscriminate firing of rockets into the skies over South
Carolina, this session of the Legislature has placed the responsibility of control on the
S. C. Aeronautics Commission" Pending a study of possible sites for rocket firing and proper
supervision, the Commission has issued a flat rejection to all applicants. There are only two
or three sites in South Carolina where rockets could be fired without danger to aircraft and
these are under the control of the military. Attempts will be made to obtain the coopexation
of the military for supervision and the sites for the firing of the rockets, but it is difficult
to find anyone in authority who is willing to accept the responsibility of supervisiono
South Carolina is not alone in facing the problem of rocket amateurs. Publications of
other Aeronautics Commissions and the daily papers continue to carry stories of serious injury
and death resulting from premature firings and explosion of homemade devices.
It is a serious problem, not to be faced lightlyo On the one hand the Commission dislikes
to be in the position of discouraging young scientists ·Nho might come up with an important discovery, but on the other hand a deterrent to serious injur-.r is vitalo Study of the problem
continues.

U. S. PPOPOSES TCI RAISE AVJ}. TTO::·! G,~ S 'm X FROM 2fft TO 6!¢ PER GALLON
Here are some arguments against the Federal gas tax r ais e "
J.

2.

3.

Can you think of any for it?

AVIATION SHOULD NOT BE SINGLED OUT FDR ADDITIONAL TAX...'\.TION. A bvo hu.11dred percen t :L'1crease
in this tax is unjustified and would be very harmful to aviation and to the states.
AVIATION ALRE.ll.DY PAYS SUBSTANTI AL FEDSfiA L TAXES. The 10% transportation tax brings in
$120,000,000 a yearo In 1956 the airlines alone paid the governrrent $20,000.?000 in fuel
taxes and $55,ooo,ooo in income taxeso
THE AVIATION GASOLINE TAX IS JUST A T.~.x:, NOT A USER CI-T.ARGEo The proposal places the in.cr~ased revenue in the general treasury fund.
Here is vmat the Commerce Department said
in 1953 about the gasoline tax: "The federal gasoline tax was introduced :in t..l-J.e depres siun of 1932 as an emergency revenue measure and imposed on all vehicles regardless of
h~1 they were usedo
It has been subsequently increased to 2¢ per gallon to meet general
revenue needs anc without any consideration of its relation to highway and ainvay expenditureso11
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